
City of Chicago 
DISTRICT COUNCIL #  

COMMUNITY COMMISSION FOR PUBLIC SAFETY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

MEETING MINUTES 

MEETING TYPE: ☐ Regular  ☐ Special  ☐ Closed 
MEETING DATE:  
MEETING LOCATION & ADDRESS:  
MEETING START TIME:  

Attendance & Quorum 
OMA Meeting cannot take place without 2 out of 3 members present in-person. 
District Council Member Name Attendance 
Chair: Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 

Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 
Present: ☐    Remote: ☐    Absent: ☐ 

Quorum (2 out of 3 Members): Yes: ☐ No: ☐

Public Comment 



Approval of Minutes 
Minutes are approved by the second regular meeting after they are taken.  
Approved minutes are posted online within 10 days after approval. 

District Council Member Updates 



Discussions 

 

 



Votes 

 
 

Announcement of Next District Council Meeting 

NEXT MEETING DATE:  
NEXT MEETING LOCATION (if available):  

 
District Council ended the meeting at: ______ 

 


	MEETING TYPE: On
	Regular: Off
	Special: Off
	MEETING DATE: July 1, 2023
	MEETING LOCATION  ADDRESS: Chicago Public Library 3030 W Fullerton Ave
	MEETING START TIME: 1:00 PM
	Present: On
	Remote: Off
	Absent: Off
	Present_2: On
	Remote_2: Off
	Absent_2: Off
	Present_3: Off
	Remote_3: Off
	Absent_3: On
	Public Comment: Adam Burke -  We need to know the specific plans and actions taking place in the fourteenth district to reduce armed robberies and carjackings which have soared in the past 2 years.Jeff Tishauser- Working on a report related to hate group infiltration into police departments. It's general order 8, section 3, and under this order it's professional professionalism, criminal organizations and it's groups that officers are not allowed to associate with. Um, and according to the current general order, that's been on the book since 1997.The gang intelligence unit and the intelligence unit are supposed to maintain and update this list. There's a current revision to this general order going through your body of the CCPSA and under this revision, the Bureau of Counterterrorism is expected to take over the responsibility for maintaining this list. Over the past 2 months, I have submitted several FOIAs looking for this list. Um, and the response that I got back from cpd is alarming. Gil Jimenez -If you're asking for a list and that list doesn't exist, you cannot compel an agency to create a list form, but but you can ask them to provide you with the names of the groups, but not getting the list. If you want to get an agency's. Attention, that an old trigger. I learn back in my newspaper dates, if you want to get an agency attention and then giving you the runaround on your appointment while you can always go to the attorney general public access Council, they're pretty good, they most often being in the direction through question of information, but to get an agency's attention.By all this FOIA.Peter Cohn - There are a number of committees and activities run by volunteers, and there is an organization called DAC District Advisory Committee.  It consists of the chairman, a volunteer of the volunteer committees within CAPS, meeting every 2 months or whenever to exchange information, receive information approved. The CAPS  is Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy. Also, one of things that exists in cap is very much lacking these days is something called peer juries. This is where high school? I think they're primarily high school kids are diverted from the justice system, instead being judged by their peers and given, oh, restorative justice, something to do to reconcile and so on. I recommend you to look into that.Kate Slattery - queried about the way in which information is submitted to the appropriate level.
	District Council Member Updates: Councilor Orlikoff - , I did meet with Andy rapport, who was interested in speaking with me specifically about U-visa issues, and then that was also raised in the the meeting, the official meeting with the district 14 command. CB policy, um, most important, so U visas are a visa that can be granted for migrants who are victims of violent crime. And there was questioned about them not being granted, on the scale that they could be, the so those requests go to the department of records. However, our local commander, Collazzo who did agree that if there seem to be stalling or non-responsiveness from any local request of the district, that she is willing to follow up to the records department on that. We announced the next meetings of the proposed committees will be on July ninth and tenth. different counselor Chloe from the 12th district, she organized a number of counselors to attend restorative justice community court in north Lawndale.   I had a meeting, that I organized, with a number of other district councilors in our broad area, including the 10th district, 11th district, 12th,15th, 17th,  about setting up guest speakers. Also setting up separate special meetings that are promoted by multiple districts in the area. The idea is to start a series of workshops and trainings, things that that nature of an educational series that's promoted across the northwest side, with the  first to be on August 5 at the Lawndale Christian Legal Center. The subject will be presented by the ACLU about CPD's traffic stop graphs and you are welcome to attend that it likely will conflict with our next scheduled meeting, which we're not planning to move the primary focus. We'll have additional workshops or trainings in the future, and some will be in the fourteenth district.
	Discussions: Alex Goodwin (Action Center on Race and Economy) - gave a presentation on the Shot Spotter system and the lack of merit her organization feels on the program. The city continues to invest instead in policing, rather than investing in infrastructure that actually like creates safety for people in these neighborhoods.Resources go into policing, our neighborhoods, become over policed there's higher risks of police violence when there are more police in our neighborhoods. Rather than if you were to invest that money into things that again make people feel safe, that provide like a safety net of infrastructure, that's how you there's like research that shows that's what reduces violence. "I think there's like a real question on how the city is choosing to spend its money, our money, our taxpayer dollars on something that we have no input on." In 2021, the contract that was like publicly available because a city is supposed to make that those documents publicly built online? The contract that was online said that August 19, 2021 was the renewal date, and so we went really hard for 2 or 3 months, saying don't renew the contract in August. And then we found out that the city, the police department, had actually renewed the contract 8 months prior. The city should put the updated contract on the website where it's supposed to go which city councils were city Council members? Were pretty pissed because like this thing that we have been saying publicly vocally for months, no, nobody thought to tell us like, oh, we already, you know, like it's, too late where he did that? I think that is just like a look into the lack of transparency again around not only how these tools are used and deployed, but how they are instituted and paid for. There is a department called the Office of Public Safety Administration, which is supposed establish, I think under Lori (Lightfoot),  and the purpose of that office was to create more transparency around procurement and buying related so policing. And yet here we are. We are now like paying millions of dollars into this agency, that is not doing that thing. People on the south and west sides, black and brown people in particular, poor people and particular. We are already monitored, tracked and  targeted in so many ways and for whatever reason, when we are asking for things in our neighborhood, we are instead given policing and cameras and license plate readers and all of these things. The ability of the police to to track and monitor us. Schools have like books that are up to date. It's like pulling teeth to try and get our base needs met. But if the police department needs 10,000,000 dollars for a microphone, that works less than 10 %, of the time to these easy ask? Because again, it's required no public input and no public process.
	Votes: No votes proposed.
	NEXT MEETING DATE: August 5, 2023
	NEXT MEETING LOCATION if available: Chicago Public Library 3030 W Fullerton Ave
	0##: 14
	DC Chair:  Chris Laurent
	DC Member 2: David Orlikoff
	DC Member 3: Ashley Vargas
	Minutes approval: Minutes from the meeting held on June 17, 2023 were reviewed by each member. Councilor Orlikoff requested typographical errors to be corrected and were approved by all present members.
	End time: 2:31 PM
	Q-yes: On
	Q-no: Off


